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Why Aren’t IoT Devices More Secure than They Currently Are

Posted on: August 27, 2019
The growing popularity of IoT devices does not change the fact that they are also making news for the wrong reasons.

From database leaks to the hacking of IoT cameras, to Amazon employees snooping on your Alexa conversations, it appears that many IoT device companies are struggling to build trust.

Accordingly, we discuss in this article the top challenges that are impeding the security of smart devices.

1. Lack of Regulations

As covered in an earlier article, a lack of uniform regulations is greatly impacting the security of IoT devices. Since the growth of IoT is dependent on a standardized set of norms, the challenge is really at a government level.

The governments of most countries are run by their respective bureaucracies which can be a bottleneck in decision-making. Very few government agencies have the time, energy or incentive to prioritize IoT, as there is too much information to comprehend.

Such a lack of prioritizing leaves space for the IoT industry to come with its own set of standards. For example, the Open Connectivity Foundation includes Microsoft, Samsung, LG, Electrolux and Cisco among the 300 members. It is, by far, the largest alliance of IoT companies.

Click here to read the full article by Sayak Boral on IoT Tech Trends.


Filed Under: News 
OCF-over-Thread Aims to Deliver Secure, Scalable, Low-Power IP-Based IoT Product Development, Interoperability

Posted on: December 17, 2019
The Open Connectivity Foundation (OCF) and the Thread Group, an alliance addressing interoperability, security, power, and architecture challenges at the network layer, announced on Monday readiness of OCF-over-Thread.

Developed by Cascoda, a manufacturer of IoT semiconductors, OCF-over-Thread is now a certifiable solution that simplifies the development of end-to-end products for smart home, and smart commercial buildings. The Cascoda solution offers built-in interoperability and scalable security controls for both large and small IoT applications.

This collaboration — across IoT groups, companies and their respective technologies — helps ensure security, scalability and reliability for the future of the IoT.

Read the full article via IoT Innovator.


Filed Under: News 
OCF Korea Forum – Making Progress in the Region

Posted on: November 26, 2018
[image: alt]The Open Connectivity Foundation’s Korea forum has shown significant progress since its initial launch in the spring of 2017. The OCF Korea forum (OCFK) was established by OCF member companies Samsung Electronics, LG Electronics, ETRI, TTA, and KASH to disseminate OCF technology and standards in the region.

The OCF Korea forum currently has 46 member companies in Korea, so the need for a forum in the region became apparent.

The Forum’s principal objectives are to build the OCF ecosystem through spreading certified products into the marketplace – as well as to provide technical support and testing/certification support. It also aims to provide a way for Korean companies to overcome … [Read More]
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